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RACING EXTINCTION
Scuba Diver Ocean Planet talks to Shawn Heinrichs, part of the team behind Racing
Extinction, the call-to-action documentary screening at ADEX Singapore 2016
By IAN BONGSO-SELDRUP
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1. New York’s Empire

State Building provides
a massive canvas for
Racing Extinction’s
conservation message
Image © Joshua Brott
(Obscura Digital)
2. Shawn enjoys an

inspiring moment
swimming with manta rays
off Isla Mujeres, Mexico
Image © Shawn Heinrichs

Ask Emmy Award-winning cinematographer,
photographer, and marine conservationist
Shawn Heinrichs if we’ve run out of time to stop
the human-driven mass extinction of species
that is currently ongoing, and you’ll get a
characteristically emphatic answer: It’s not too
late. But Shawn knows, more than most, that we
have a choice – and it’s ours to make.
“Future generations one day will look back on
this time and say, this was the generation that
stood up and acted to save Earth’s biodiversity.
Or they will say, this generation knew what was
happening, but stood by and let it all slip
away,” he says. And Shawn isn’t only talking
about the world’s decision-makers: “The
choice is in each of our hands. We must decide
individually, as families, communities, nations,
and as one planet, if we are willing to take
the steps necessary to safeguard the future
of our biosphere.”
For the collective of artists, activists, and
scientists behind Racing Extinction, the primary
objective of the film was getting the message
across that the sixth global extinction event is
actually happening right now, but even more
importantly, that each and every one of us can
do something – we just have to start.
COVERT OPS AND HIGH-TECH TACTICS
Racing Extinction sets out to expose the two
major threats to endangered species: the illicit
trade in international wildlife and the insidious
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carbon emissions that
are acidifying the oceans,
illegal shark fishermen
polluting the atmosphere,
intercepted by Misool
and warming the planet.
Eco Resort rangers in
Raja Ampat Shark and
Shawn’s role in the film was
Ray Sanctuary
helping capture and develop
Image © Guy Stevens
key parts of the overall story,
4. Director Louie
both as an activist and a
Psihoyos with the
modified Tesla during the cinematographer, and the
projection event at the
film covers much of his work
United Nations
Image © Shawn Heinrichs to conserve sharks and
manta rays around the world.
5. Team member
But infiltrating the shady
Heather Rally documents
thousands of shark fins
world of the global wildlife
drying on a Hong Kong
trade didn’t come without
rooftop
Image © Shawn Heinrichs risks, even for gutsy and
passionate activists relying
on carefully developed “covers”, rehearsed
security protocols, creative filming techniques,
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and emergency exit strategies. Shawn reveals
that the most dangerous situations surrounded
their undercover work exposing the shark fin
and endangered species trade in Asia. “While
undercover, there was no ‘backup’ team ready
to race in and extract us if something went
wrong. Instead we were on our own, unarmed,
completely exposed in foreign countries, and
dealing with underground, triad-controlled
trade networks.”
For Shawn, putting themselves in harm’s way
wasn’t nearly the hardest thing they endured
during filming. One particularly gut-wrenching
part of the film following the manta fishermen
of the Indonesian village of Lamakera was
emotionally very difficult to shoot. “These are
creatures I absolutely love and have spent years
defending,” says Shawn. “I had to stand by and
watch as they harpooned a huge manta, pulled
it in while it struggled desperately for almost an
hour, then drove a steel rod into the back of
its head. The experience blackened my soul
and left me search to see any hope for many
months afterwards.”
BUILDING PROJECTIONS AND A
PIMPED-OUT TESLA
From the outset, Racing Extinction was designed
to be much more than merely an “ordinary”
documentary: Visionary director Louie Psihoyos,
who won an Academy Award for his 2009
film about the tragic slaughter of dolphins in
Japan, The Cove, wanted to reach not only the
“converted” but the whole planet. And to do
that, they needed to think big, very big.
Shawn explains: “While filming The Cove,
Louie met Ady Gil, a passionate activist who
projected imagery on a large screen as part of
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the successful protest to shut down The Hump
restaurant in California – which was illegally
selling whale meat. Seeing the power of this
medium, Louie thought, why not take it to an
entirely new level and reach millions of people?
Teaming up with Travis Threlkel of Obscura
Digital, a plan was set in motion to project
threatened species and climate change imagery
on some of the world’s most iconic buildings.”
Initially, there was some concern about
aggravating the authorities by projecting
imagery in public locations, but the messaging
was not designed to incite a public disturbance,
so the police generally did not interfere. For
the biggest projection venues – like the Empire
State Building in New York – full permission was
secured beforehand.
And what about that “pimped-out” Tesla?
Well, if James Bond were to decide to turn
his attentions to bringing environmental
villains to justice, he would surely drive the
modified, technology-packed Tesla Model S
that features in the film. “The Tesla is a fully
electric and incredible work of engineering
unto itself,” enthuses Shawn. “Louie chose
to take it to the next level again, turning it

into a global ambassador for solar-powered
automobiles. Super-cool “gadgets” include:
electroluminescent paint, a high-powered
pop-up projector, and an integrated infrared
camera capable of capturing imagery of carbon
dioxide emissions.”
Above all, when Racing Extinction screens at
the ADEX 2016 Film Festival in Singapore, Shawn
hopes the film inspires individuals to make a
personal contribution to effecting change. “The
power of the film,” asserts Shawn, “is that it
shows that even one passionate person, or a
small group, can make a real difference and
turn the tide on critical issues related to species
extinction and even climate change.” SDOP
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